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One commentator on our lectionary readings this morning has noted that 
what they all have in common is their volume! In that sense, I approach these texts 
with a certain reluctance. It’s been such a loud week – with shootings, and 
violence, and angry words, and “hate speech.” Part of me would much rather deal 
with something like the twenty-third psalm this morning. But here we are . . . 

Our Genesis passage starts out by saying that Joseph can “no longer contain 
himself,” and he weeps “so loudly that the Egyptians” and in fact Pharaoh’s entire 
household can hear it. Well, I can sympathize with that. 

The Romans passage doesn’t say anything about shouting, actually. It’s a 
letter, after all. But the construction of the Greek is exceedingly emphatic – hence 
the exclamation marks along the way, including in the verses left out of the 
reading. 

And in the Gospel reading, the disciples come and complain to Jesus – 
urging him to send the Canaanite woman away because “she keeps shouting” at us! 

There’s definitely “volume” going on in these readings. But much more 
important than the decibel level is understanding why all the shouting, and 
weeping, and emphatic speech. It’s pretty simple, really. All three passages are 
dealing with attacks against the families of the ones doing the weeping, shouting, 
and using “exclamatory” speech – Joseph’s family, suffering because of a severe 
drought and famine in the land, Paul’s “people,” the physical descendants of 
Abraham, rejected by God for their disobedience (or, so it was being claimed), and 
the daughter of the Canaanite woman, “severely possessed by a demon.”  

When it comes to our families, we aren’t necessarily always rational, and 
we are definitely passionate! 

Let’s go back to the Genesis story for a minute – one of Israel’s old “family 
stories” about one of the patriarchs, Joseph (the most favored son of his father, 
Jacob). His brothers were so jealous of Joseph – who for his part, was also by all 
accounts pretty generally obnoxious about his favored status – that one day out 
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with their flocks, they threw him in a pit and left him there to die. After reflection, 
they had a change of heart. Not about Joseph, per se, but about simply “discarding” 
such a thing of value, instead of turning some profit on it. So instead they pulled 
him out of the pit and sold him into slavery. Nice guys!  

Over the course of the last couple of months while we haven’t been meeting, 
the Old Testament Lectionary readings have focused on a number of Israel’s old 
family stories – of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and his twelve sons – who became the 
leaders and namesakes of each of the twelve “tribes” of the nation. And 
particularly when it comes to stories about Isaac and his son, Jacob, they’re some 
real doozies! 

 The overarching “theme” of that whole section of Genesis is that despite all 
their general dysfunction, and conniving, and cheating, and all the rest, God used 
the events of their lives – good and bad – to bring about His Will, fulfill His 
promise to Abraham, and establish his chosen people in the land of promise. That 
is certainly the theme of today’s reading, where the sibling rivalry has moved on to 
the next generation with no less intensity than existed back in their father Jacob’s 
years, when he vied for power with his brother Esau, cheated him out of his 
birthright, and had to flee for his life.  

And so, despite his really wanting to get back at his brothers for what they 
did to him, Joseph finally breaks down and admits that his ending up in Egypt, 
where he can now ensure their wellbeing through the current hard times in the 
promised land is a clear demonstration that the whole drama – and trauma – of 
what happened to him as a child was really God’s plan for keeping the promise 
alive.  

So now, fast-forward nearly two thousand years from the days of the 
Patriarchs, to the New Testament era. In the days after the Spirit descended to be 
with Christ’s followers, the nature of “God’s family” changed. When Paul wrote 
his letter to the Christians in Rome, he wasn’t writing to children of Abraham in 
the sense that Isaac and Jacob were Abraham’s children – or for that matter in the 
sense that Jesus and the disciples or even Paul himself were Abraham’s children – 
his literal and physical descendants.  

And yet, though Paul had much to say about the truth that we Gentiles are 
now “heirs” of that old promise, through “adoption” into the family, he still 
nevertheless, felt passionately about “his people,” and God’s “eternal promises” to 
them, even now that the “faith story” had widened to include new “branches” that 
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have been “grafted,” as it were, into the old family tree. As messy as our family 
stories might be, we are still passionate about them.  

And again, it is important to see that Paul, like Joseph, saw in his people’s 
lives and actions not perfectly lived lives, by any stretch of the imagination, but 
rather – because of exactly the opposite (our human sins, and shortcomings, and 
disobedience) – Paul saw opportunities for the demonstration of God’s boundless 
mercy and grace. 

And given all that has gone on in the world in these last couple of months 
that we’ve been apart, and maybe even especially what has gone on in the last 
week, may I just say thank God that is the case!  

I trust you know me well enough by now to know that I don’t bring 
“politics” into the pulpit. But this week’s events in this nation haven’t been about 
politics. What’s at stake here is our “family tree,” and how narrowly or broadly we 
are willing to define it. To be sure, the debate is loud, and passionate, and in itself, 
that is simply understandable. It’s a debate about “family matters.” That’s just the 
way it is. 

But hear this. Every time the subject of “limiting” the definition of God’s 
people comes up in the Scriptures, the final conclusion of the story is that God’s 
grace and the “circle” expands. 

We haven’t yet discussed Jesus’ encounter with the Canaanite woman. His 
initial response, let’s first take note, is very uncharacteristic. He reminds the 
disciples that his mission is to “the lost sheep of the house of Israel.” Biblical 
scholars have struggled a great deal with passage. Modern scholars are more apt to 
attribute it to Jesus showing his “human side.” Personally, I am more inclined to 
conclude that he was talking – as I stated it – about his mission . . . the end result of 
which was going to be to bring the “good news of salvation to the ends of the 
earth,” but that had to happen through Jesus’ fulfillment of the old Law in his 
death on the cross, in the context of Israel, and the children of Abraham. 

In other words, Jesus was focused on his own mission and purpose. But the 
point of the story of the Canaanite woman is that God’s grace was extended to her, 
and her daughter was healed even though she wasn’t part of the “family” currently 
“under” the law. 

The Scriptures are clear and unambiguous. God is the Creator and Ruler of 
the entire universe, and all people, and every attempt in human history to narrow 
the definition of our family tree instead of expanding it – both in Scripture and in 
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history after those days – has ended at least in a clear demonstration that the 
attempt is in error, and at times in utter disaster, because ultimately, we are all part 
of the same tree. With respect to our faith tradition, some are “grafted into” the 
family by adoption into Abraham’s family. But humanity is ultimately one 
“family,” if the world was created by One Almighty God. It’s that simple. 

It’s been a rough week in our American family. Our unity as a people is 
clearly threatened, and some very “old wounds” of racial tensions and divisions are 
rearing their ugly head. But now, here’s the hopeful part. The Scriptures teach us 
that somehow, in God’s mercy and grace, God doesn’t even just “put up with” all 
of our family drama, and divisions, and acts of hatred and disdain, He actually uses 
them to accomplish His purposes, and expand the message of our ultimate unity 
and community in Jesus Christ! 

Somehow, amidst all of what seemed like defeat, division, and self-
absorption in their family God used Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and his sons to build 
the first “Family of Faith,” and specifically in this morning’s reading, he used 
Joseph’s “plight” to keep a natural disaster from bringing it all down. And 
somehow, amidst division and accusations of elitism and discrimination, God used 
both the Jewish and “Hellenistic” Christians to expand the family tree into a 
“household” that literally spans the globe, with followers from virtually every 
nation on earth. 

There’s a lot of shouting going on right now. It is really becoming 
disheartening. But much worse, it is driving wedges between us – between 
Americans and Koreans, between Christians and Muslims, between white 
Americans and African Americans, and even between “factions” in each of the 
latter nations, faith groups, and races.  

At the end of the day, we are a hopeful people. We worship the God who 
turns death into resurrection – mourning into dancing, night into day. We worship 
the God who from the beginning has used people of all sorts – scoundrels, some of 
them, but others earnest and hard-working, to accomplish His purposes and build 
the community of faith, build more solid connections among the branches of the 
family tree – bring us together. 

My prayer for our nation, and for the world, is that we move past the 
shouting, toward the realization that God has used all this to show us the way we 
need to go – the way that brings life, and reconciliation, the way that builds up the 
body of Christ, and brings peace. 
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To God be the glory. 


